Technologies change, we change. Sometimes quickly, sometimes slowly, but continually. We are currently facing one of these transition periods, both in society and technology.

We’re there to support you with large-scale projects and small-scale tasks alike, from planning and commissioning to customer service. We draw on more than 40 years of valuable experience to take you to the next level.

Safety

Until now, designing a safety system in your machine or system required a second controls unit. It was used to connect the safety sensors to the control system and reliably shut down the actuators independently from all other devices.

By switching from passive to active safety technology, you can integrate safety components into the standard system wiring. Now, all machine or system functions are integrated into one automation concept! Setup becomes much easier thanks to the reduced wiring effort.

We offer our customers cost-effective solutions that let you gradually switch over to future-focused, active safety technology.

And our certified safety engineers are on hand to help you do it. Take your safety concept to the next level by taking advantage of the valuable help we offer when designing the safety concept for your machine or system.

For more information, visit:
www.murrelektronik.com/nextlevelsolutions